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The Sites Project offers the State of California a dedicated block of water for the Department of  
Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) to use, as it sees fit from year to year, to improve ecological conditions  
for native fish. This is particularly useful during dry and critical water years, and even more so during 
extended droughts.

Less snowmelt and more rain are expected as a result of climate change, but Sites would only be  
filled during major storm events, and the conserved water could be used to augment flows for fish 
when, where and how those flows are needed most, at the state’s discretion.

Sites will:

Sites will not:

Only be filled by major storm runoff and after  
all environmental compliance obligations have 
been met and senior water right holders 
demands have been met

Be operated adaptively to improve salmon 
populations and utilize diversion timing to avoid 
and reduce impacts

Enhance functional flows for salmon during 
dry years by allowing Shasta to conserve 
coldwater pools later into the summer 
months, which will improve conditions for 
salmon development, spawning, and rearing

Deliver water to Cache Slough and the  
Delta for food web benefits for Delta smelt

Dam an existing river Impact fish migration 
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Sites helps support a healthier population
of juvenile fish upstream of the Delta by 
improving conditions to allow for increased
rates of survival and development.   
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Sites would provide approximately 240,000 acre-
feet of water in drier years to benefit salmon, Delta 
smelt and other wildlife. This is a significant pool  
of water that could be used at CDFW’s discretion 
to improve the environment, based on the water 
year type and other stressors in the system. 
Specifically, Sites will: 

Conserve coldwater pools in Shasta,  
Oroville and Folsom reservoirs 

Stabilize Sacramento River fall flows  
for salmon

Improve river temperatures and flows  
in the Sacramento River

Augment flows in the lower Feather River

Provide pulse flows and nutrient rich  
water for Delta smelt in Cache Slough
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SITES PROJECT 
A Significant Opportunity 

To Help Native Fish


